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Beauty and Fashion Market Trends

The worldwide beauty and fashion markets have an estimated annual sales volume of around $6,000,000,000,000(6
trillion) USD with an average growth rate of 4% per year1. Growth is expected to continue and be more geared
toward the current generation of Millennials2, who prefer a very distinguished look with customized products and
services based on their own personal style. Those who grew up with technology or are more tech savvy are
more keen to personalized shopping experiences even while shopping in brick-and-mortar establishments. The
beauty and fashion industries have recently started to up the ante when it comes to these personalized shopping
experiences and it is only the beginning.
At the center of these personalized trends is the Personal Color Analyzing Service3, which diagnoses an individual’
s skin holistically. Korean brands Amore Pacific, Olive Young, and Shu Uemura offer products that match
individual skin and hair tone, and even services that recommend eyelashes and lipstick colors. Health & Beauty
store Olive Young took it a step further by introducing its‘smart store’at its Gangnam Headquarters in October
2017. The technology in the store can be utilized to check skin-tone, skin condition, and recommend customized
products to each person by leveraging Big Data and IoT4 devices.
At the same time, the fashion market is introducing a personal styling service that analyzes customers’body
shapes and recommends appropriate clothes. This can even be augmented by a user’
s personal style, shopping
habits, and existing wardrobe. Take the American tech giant Amazon for example, which recently released the
Echo Look5 , a device that can analyze consumers outfits and gives them style suggestions and product recommendations based on their current wardrobe, body shape, etc. The device simply takes a picture of you in each
outfit you wear, uploading it to Amazon’
s AI training models, and returns something that could be suitable, in your
exact size, of course. Our Qration service aims to take it a step further, by utilizing the power of the blockchain to
take technology enhanced curation to the next level. This data will be utilized to cater towards and grow our target
market of Millennials and fashion influencers of all ages.

1 Euromonitor International report, Global CAGR 3% - The state of Fashion 2018 (McKinsey & Company), Global CAGR 4%
2 A demographic group born between the early 1980s and the early 2000s
3 Each individual’
s own personal color, which makes each person look alive in harmony with her/his own color (color of hair, pupil and skin).
Please refer to the context for more detail
4 Internet of Things
5 Echo Look News Link: http://www.yonhapnews.co.kr/bulletin/2017/04/27/0200000000AKR20170427005700091.HTML
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Qfora’
s Business Model

1. Personal Color & PI
Personal color means a color group which is well harmonized with the eye, hair, and skin colors of an individual and makes the person looks more energetic. One’
s Personal Image and how they look is a vital tool
for self-expression. Having colors that match your body’s own colors can be a boon to self-confidence and
makes your interpersonal dealings more positive, and rewarding6. This is why the Personal Identity system for
analyzing personal color exists. It is a systematic method that establishes a distinct look that creates a sharper
and more defined look for those that use it. The results of a personal color analysis can be used in identifying
how exactly to pin-point areas which applying color can improve your overall look and complexion7.
Knowing your Personal Color saves you time shopping, and money wasted on products that just don’
t match.
Qfora comes from the word‘fora’, the plural form of the word forum where Qrations8 (described below) occur.
Qfora’s core business is to beautify its customers by rating (referred to as Qrating) products and items derived
from the consulting and evaluation of their best fitting color and style. Qfora’
s analyzes(Qrates) individual customer’
s personal color and style beauty, and recommends fashion items which fit them best.
The consulting services that Qfora provides come in two main categories: Individual Personal Color Analysis,
which examines the customer’
s hair, pupil, and skin color for product curation; and the Fit Style (FitXtyle9)
Service that‘Qrates’the best fitting fashion style based on measuring Body Size and Face Type Analysis.
Qfora gathers PI both on and offline to constantly improve the customer’
s individual profile, and its AI (Artificial
Intelligence) curation service to recommend more appropriate styles based on the customer’
s color profile, personal style and purchase history. Not only that, but it can even give a complete proposal to each customer for
a particular event, offering discounts and bundles for that special day. Got a job interview, first date, or even a
wedding to go to? The Qration service has it covered! The more a customer uses the Qration service, the more
it learns about their purchases, preferences, and how to recommend and create the perfect product package
for them. Showing the customer what they want to see instead of inundating them with hundreds of choices
that are of no interest to them, we can achieve higher conversion rates, and increased customer satisfaction.
Personal Color Analysis works very much in the same vein. It’s a service which examines a customer’
s skin
tone and provides the best-suited or“most beautiful”color spectrum for their particular skin tone. The concept of Personal Color originated from American psychologist, Carol Jackson10 who in 1970, categorized innate
facial color into 4 types: spring, summer, autumn and winter by diagnosing skin tone and hair color. Qfora,
takes this one step further by proposing the‘Customized Guide Line’combining customer’s ‘Innate Persona
Color’and‘Preferred Image and Color’
.
6 Hong. M. S., 2005, Study on personal colors of Korean: focused on the age of twenties, Master's thesis, Hongik University, Republic of Korea.
7 Cha Ho Yeon (2011). Comparison of Domestic and Foreign Personal Color Diagnosis System Wonkwang University Ph.D. thesis
8 Qfora defines its curation method as Qration, a service that recommends customers individually relevant products based on various factors.
(Also seen as Qrate and Qrator as curates and curator respectively.)
9 Fitstyle is a combination of the word fit and style. Qfora writes this as FitXtyle, a service that combines a customer’s body and face shape,
along with their own personal preferences and history to connect them with the most relevant products.
10 Carole Jackson. Color Me Beautiful (1981) author. http://carolejacksoncolors.com/
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Personal Color Analysis procedure and Analysis result is as follows:

Find Your Element

Match Your Base

Discover Your Type

[Personal Color Analysis procedures]

[ Personal Color Analysis Result ]

Through Qfora’
s analysis, Personal Color is classified into 4 seasons, and its detail tones11 making for a total of
eight color classifications.
Similarly, the FitXtyle Analysis service categorizes individual body shape into 7 different types and provides a
guideline for customized fashion. The ‘diagnosing’ procedure of FitXtyle and its Analysis result is as follows:

11 Light, Bright, Mute, Dark
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Lifestyle Analysis through Q&A

Take Your Measurements

Find Your Shape

[ FitXtyle Analysis procedure & Analysis Result ]

On completion of the Personal color and FitXtyle Analysis, we can get PI of customers as seen below. This PI
generated from devoted Qrators is the essence of the Qfora Ecosystem and its core value chain.

[Example of PI]
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2. Concierge App
The Concierge App will be provided to online users of Qfora, which provides customers with 4 different services: the Personal Color Analysis, FitXtyle Analysis, Beauty Concierge Service12 and the Style Concierge
Service13. The Concierge App generates customer PI based on Qfora’
s accumulated inferences from AI training
models across the platform and feeds that into an algorithm utilizes the‘Qfora Distinction Model’, a fidelity index
for verifying how much an individual’s PI fits to a particular fashion item or product.

[ Concierge App]

Through the Concierge App, the procedure in which we collect PI for FitXtyle analysis is shown below:

촬영을�통해�물리적�요소�분석

큐포라�체형판별모델
qfora_body(χ,γ)

질의를�통해�스타일�취향�분석

구매이력을�통해�스타일�구매패턴�분석

선호�이미지, 컬러, 패턴

선호�스타일, 브랜드, 가격

큐포라�얼굴판별모델
qfora_face(χ,γ)

신체�비율/체형타입, 얼굴�비율/얼굴형

스타일 PI 획득

[ PI collecting procedure through FitXtyle Analysis]

12 An application service for verifying the‘fidelity degree of color’between customers’PI and beauty items such as cosmetics through the Qfora
distinction model
13 An application service for verifying the‘fidelity degree of shape between customer’
s PI and style items such as clothes and accessories through
the Qfora distinction model
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Next, utilizing the PI collected through the above procedure, fashion items that customers have chosen can be
verified with the fidelity index (or Degree of Fitness) using the Style Concierge Service menu.

퍼스널컬러�적합도

촬영
큐포라�판별모델

아이템�특성�추출

Qfora_color(χ,γ)

Summer mute

Qfora_image(χ,γ)

Feminine

선호이미지�적합도

Qfora_ﬁt(χ,γ)

Hour glass
Stripe

Qfora_pattern(χ,γ)

[ Matchiness�evaluating�procedure�of�style�Concierge ]
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3.Qfora IoT
Qrazy mirror, a B2B2C version of Qfora Concierge app, applies the technology in the form of a Smart Mirror that
connects with an AI personal stylist that is able to do virtual fittings to compliment your own personal style and fit
you with the appropriate size. The Qrazy mirror comes equipped with a WIFI-based ultra-precision camera that can
measure skin, scalp condition, or read the color value and pattern of clothes.

[Qrazy Mirror]

Qfora gathers the data collected from its Qcrazy Mirror and smart cam technology to develop new and improve their
existing beauty and fashion IoT devices going forward. Data from their Smart Home and Store offerings, and the
personal and consulting networks all help shape how the AI learns and how the system improves over-time.

Concierge
App

Smart Mirror
Smart Cam

Smart Mirror
Smart Cam

Offline
consulting

[ Qfora IoT ]
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4.Qfora’
s Bigdata
According to Intel’s forecasts, the world had around 10 billion connected devices in 2014, and with the advent of IoT devices, that number is expected to rise dramatically to 100 billion or more before 2050.

[ Trend of IoT devices expected by Intel14 ]

The Data Age 2025 Whitepaper suggests that by 2025, data worldwide will be about 163 zettabytes (ZB), a
10-fold increase than what was estimated in 2016. We are entering an age where Big Data is about to become Enormous data, and Qfora plans to stay ahead of the curve and be an industry leader when it comes
to technology and fashion.

Qfora’
s SmartCam and Qrazy Smart Mirror and augmented reality fitting products are garnering interest and
attention from all over the world. Qfora would distinguish itself in the market by effectively leveraging IoT and
Big Data to improve its concierge offerings and benefit its customer base.

14 Image Original Copy : https://bluehorizon.network/documentation/introduction
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컨시어지 앱
스마트 미러
SNS
입및
PI 유 용
활

Stylefora

Qrator
데이터 순환

스마트캠

PI 유입

QFORA DATA
맞춤형 광고

정형/비정형 데이터 생성
정보
제공

맞춤형 큐레이션
트랜드 분석 서비스
On-demand 서비스

PI 기반 맞춤형 서비스

[ Qfora BigData ]

PI collected by Qfora through its IoT devices can be circulated interactively with users through various apps
or Third-party services, and it can also be customized with Qfora’s big data analysis results and virtual
models on-demand.
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Issues and Blockchain

1. Problem Definition
The beauty and fashion market will leave behind the days of mass produced off the rack shopping and converge with the IT and technology industries to create a synergy of customized products and services, tailored
specifically to each customer. Over time, the use of this technology will only get more advanced and personalized through mass data collection and new methods and more efficient algorithms improve their approach.
This is already showing to be the case with Japanese fashion brand ZoZotown, which measures the size of
someone’
s body with a sensor (called ZoZoSuit), and Amazon’
s Echo which can gather information on a customer and advise them with suggestions getting more personalized over time. However, these methods aren’t
without their problems.

1. There are limitations in trying to identify customers’ preferences from their unstructured
data collection.
Beauty and fashion brands collect information on customers' behavior and purchasing history to infer patterns from customers and provide products for customers accordingly. However, machine learning can still
only go so far, and an expert opinion and personal touch can go a long way. Qfora is able to identify, consult, and recommend higher-quality products through things like personal color information, style information,
preference color, and preference images that a particular individual has.

■ Personal Color Information : There are eight different types of color that best blend with the natural
body (skin, pupil, hair color) of an individual: spring, summer,
fall, winter, light, bright, mute, and dark.
■ Fit Style Information : The body shape and optimal style of a person are curated and analyzed
categorized into seven different body shapes through an objective
diagnosis process. These shapes include a Diamond, Pear, Cornet, Spoon,
Oval, Hourglass, and a Top Hourglass body shape.
■ Color Preference : Everyone has their own experiences throughout their life that shape the basis
for their preferences. People’
s opinions vary over time based on factors that
might not be quantifiable. I might be interested in muted colors as I get older or
as trends change or maybe orange actually becomes the new black.
■ Image Preference: Some people want to be seen a certain way, and perhaps different occasions
warrant a different look. For example, some people may want to portray a
feminine, natural, modern, vintage, unique, ethnic, sporty, or just a more casual
look, and circumstances may change where some people begin to prefer one to another
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2. Customers often have no control over how their data is used and there is little transparency
into the process
The collection and use of customer information is carried out under the Personal Information Protection Act
with customer consent. The information they consent to give up is then leveraged to attain maximum profit by
the company acquiring the data, and the partners in which they share it with. Even though these companies
receive consent, scope creep for which the data was originally used for is ever increasing to maximize profits
while these companies are left to mostly self-regulate while data leaks and breaches become the norm.
Worse yet, the customer can be manipulated for the benefit of the enterprise, especially through unwanted
advertising. In Many industries personal data issues are only brought up when the issue of data sovereignty
is coupled with it when it becomes a political issue. Regardless of the data location, if a company owns the
data this problem of data sovereignty and personal control cannot truly be solved. The Qfora team solves
this problem by ensuring that companies don’town that

3. The Beauty and Fashion ecosystem customer information is lacking, and so are the
incentives to provide it.
A rich supply of customer information creates an environment where members of the ecosystem can enjoy
the fruits of a flush ecosystem full of relevant and customized products. However, the current climate does
not give consumers any reason to provide this data. If they simply give away custodianship over their data
to some corporation, they lose all rights to it in most cases.
Not only that, but it is now in the hands a of central corporation, at risk for hacks, breaches, or simply mismanagement and abuse of the trust the consumer placed in the organization. Instead, the customer should
always maintain the ability to decide when, for what, and how long data can be used. In some countries
there are laws in place to protect this, but no real discussion on how to feasibly do this on a systematic level.
In technology, the execution and the how matter.
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2. Qfora solutions
With the advent of the blockchain, the data sovereignty can be returned to the data provider (Qfora Platform
participant and users in most cases) for them to be compensated for and control it as they see fit in a tokenized
economy. Qfora has already been building customer profiles with Big Data and providing consulting and curation services to its customers for over 8 years, so there is plenty of data to utilize to move forward. Leveraging
this experience, and profiles we’
ve collected, we are ready to build out the blockchain infrastructure and begin
to combine the beauty and fashion profiles.
Qfora will build out this blockchain ecosystem and then actively participate in it as as third-party contributor, while bringing in as many participants as possible, evangelizing the system. Through the power of smart
contracts, service providers will be able to reduce operational costs, and data providers (regular consumers
generally) will have complete autonomy of their own data, utilizing it safely for compensation as they see fit.
The blockchain makes these sorts of dealings possible while also providing transparency and reliability. Qfora
proposes an IoT powered blockchain environment that will tackle the aforementioned problems and bring about
a new age of control and value to its users in the following ways:

1. Ensuring accurate PI for each user.
Customer data is gathered from IoT devices, consultations, and the concierge app to come together and
build a user profile. The data collected through IoT devices is massive, but it is significant and needs to be
organized effectively.

2. Restoring rightful data ownership and custodianship to the user.
Having the ability to control your data is key, but being in complete control for what you want to share and
being compensated on the scope of is even better. The blockchain doesn’t just make this possible but
provides a whole layer in which this ecosystem can flourish. Data in the blockchain isn’t owned by some
organization or company, but to the blockchain, and its users. The blockchain can ensure each transaction
done for a user’
s data is recorded and paid for with that chain’s token.

3. Authentication and blockchain to deter data breaches.
■ Personal Information: Users will have granular control over all types of information including their
style information, personal information, color and image preferences, etc.
■ AI Learning Data : Training data for AI models to create relevant product and style predictions
for the user.
■ Transaction data : Data relating to transactions, such as transactions of information, distribution
of rewards, etc.
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Some of the personal information data collected through online or offline service and IoT devices can be used
as learning data and stored as transaction data whenever it is exchanged. The Qfora platform stores personal
information and learning data in off-chain secured cloud storage and stores the key values and transaction
data in the blockchain itself. Because the data in the cloud storage will be changing constantly, it does not need
to be stored on the blockchain, but the owner of the data and how they authenticate will need to be secure.
This is where the blockchain comes in, in order to prevent forgery and duplication with the transaction data.
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QFora Ecosystem and Token

1. Selecting the Blockchain Platform
parameters are met. This was attempted in Bitcoin, but the lack of Turing-completeness, and the inability to tokenize individual efforts, it proved to be difficult. Ethereum fixed this problem with its programming language solidity which allowed for iterative statements (loops) and smart contracts which made way for the token economy.
Rather than developing a main net, Qfora is utilizing an existing platform, as it is advantageous in terms of development, management, and cost, and the added benefit of already being familiar to a large userbase is convenient. Having a proven platform frees Qfora up to be able to focus on the development of its smart contracts,
rather than the added energy of maintaining a platform of its own. If scalability becomes an issue, migrating to
a next generation platform like EOS, or some new platform in the future, will be considered.

2. Qfora’
s Token Ecosystem techniques
The main motivating factor for applying the blockchain in our model is to get user’s data back in the hands of
the user. Therefore, it is essential to clearly define the data that will be used in the blockchain. In the following
section, we will outline how and what data will be saved onto the blockchain in the Qfora platform. For each
issue, we will focus on the user scenario and explain the Token Flow:
The definition of ‘Entity’
The members of Qfora Platform are divided into users and third party participants providing services.
1. User
User is a community member contributing to the Qfora Platform. Users utilize services provided by Qfora or third
parties, as well as providing their own beauty and fashion data with identifiers for each user.
1-1. Data Owner (=PI Creator)
Users providing their data are called ‘Data Owner.’ They can provide direct information such as their
body shape, fit style, and preferred color. Data Owners can fill in their information on forms provided by the
Qfora Platform or use a third party applications that collect users’ data. Utilizing the data, developers can
create training data for machine learning. Users get verified as a data owners when they get verification from
the Qfora Platform. Data Owners have a right to change and delete their data, and to receive rewards when
that data is utilized.
1-2. Data Consumer
Data Consumer is mainly companies rather than an end user. Beauty and fashion brands can purchase and
utilize required data from the Qfora Platform to operate a business. To prevent the reuse of data outside of the
platform, the entirety of the data with the user identifier is not provided. Users should take full advantage of
the third-party marketplace provided by Qfora, keeping in mind that providing a properly scrubbed dataset
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to third-parties is recommended.
1-3. Service User
Service User is a Qfora community member using services provided by third Party service providers. Service
users mainly use the Qfora platform, not to provide or purchase data, but mainly to use the services provided by the third-party, but when they use these services they naturally provide this data. A good example
is the cosmetics market where PI Data can be used to perform target marketing. In this app, Service User
will be able to provide purchase history and service log data, while leveraging the data for their own target
marketing campaigns.
2. Third Party (Application)
The Third Party is the entity that provides users a place to actively involve on the Qfora platform and receives
compensation for its contribution. There are basic services that focus on providing or using data accordance
to their scope, extended services that link beauty and fashion data to recommendation functions, and services
that process and reproduce data that another user requires. The following functions may be developed independently and various functions may exist in one service.
2-1. Data Collect App

[ Data Collect App ]

The Data Collect App is a service that focuses on the ability of the Data Owner to provide the data needed by
other members on the Qfora Platform smoothly. It is essentially a data creation function for the Data Owner as
well as for the Qfora Platform.This could gather the information directly through forms, but also through IoT devices like the smart mirror and other various sources. Qrazy Mirror, will be able to identify and provide information that is difficult for the user to find out, such as personal color information or PI. All data from the Collect App
has a unique ID, and when the information is finally approved and stored on the blockchain, the ID is tagged
and the app user can be compensated when the data is utilized. At this time, the ratio of the compensation between user and the app will be set by the Qfora team and can be adjusted by collecting opinions of members.
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2-2. Data Consume App

[ Data Consume App ]

The Data Consume App is a service to effectively provide users with beauty and fashion data of the Qfora
platform. Through a clean UI, complex statistical information can be provided in a clear and concise way.
Beauty and fashion brands are the main consumers of this service. With it they can not only create services
that anticipate the purpose of the consumer, but can also identify the needs of the companies and produce
and supply data in accordance with that purpose. Profit from this will be distributed to the user and the Qfora
platform, and the reward rate will be initialized in the same way as the Data Collect App.
2-3. Data Refining App
The Data Refining App processes the beauty and fashion data that exists in the Qfora platform for other
third parties and creates data that provides recommendations or other useful functions and stores it as
Qfora data. The processed data provided by the Data Refining App allows other third party apps to utilize
data immediately without further development or processing.
Token Flow and Process
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촬영을�통해�물리적�요소�분석

큐포라�체형판별모델
qfora_body(χ,γ)

질의를�통해�스타일�취향�분석

구매이력을�통해�스타일�구매패턴�분석

선호�이미지, 컬러, 패턴

선호�스타일, 브랜드, 가격

큐포라�얼굴판별모델
qfora_face(χ,γ)

신체�비율/체형타입, 얼굴�비율/얼굴형

스타일 PI 획득

[Data Reﬁning App ]

Data Collector

Data Consumer

IoT
Sensor

Quroz
Pool

Q-Point
Web

User

Quroz

Qfora
Platform

API/SDK

API/SDK
Reward Q-Point
Fiat Coin

Quroz

Direct access

Company

User

Pay Quroz, Q-Point
외부거래소

Fiat Coin

[ Token�Circulation�Model�of�Qfora ]
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In the Qfora platform, the Token Economy is closely related to the flow of data, so we will explain the process by
combining the token and data flow. The process is divided into the following four types, and each type can be
configured independently as well as work congruently.
1. Data Submission Process
The Data submission process is the process of storing the data on the Qfora platform, it encompasses all the
validation processes before the data is actually stored. In this process, even if the data submission is completed,
since the token is not compensated at the submission time, the flow of the token does not actually occur. However,
through this process, if the compensation is generated in the future, it shows who will received the compensation
and how it will be distributed. The issues that are mainly dealt with in the data collection process are identification
that confirms the Data Owner, authentication that determines the interworking problem if the identifier already exists in the Qfora network. There is also a verification that the data to be stored meets the minimum requirements
required by the Qfora platform.
1-1. Data Owner Identification
This is the process of confirming the identity of the data provider, Data Owner and connecting it with the blockchain account. The right to claim ownership of beauty and fashion data stored on the Qfora platform belongs to
the Data Owner who is the one that will be compensated when the data is utilized. Even if the Data Owner does
not connect to the blockchain, Data Owner's data can be stored as Qfora data if it contains identifier information,
but the compensation cannot be made and distributed. Therefore, Data Owner Identification is the procedure
that members must proceed on the Qfora platform. The Data Owner Candidate, which is not yet linked with the
blockchain, selects the user authentication application and uploads its own information. When uploading data,
Data Owner Candidates must agree with the conditions for compensation distribution with the corresponding
app in accordance with the rules of the Qfora platform. The app will ask the Qfora platform to review the completeness and redundancy of the user identity information uploaded by the Data Owner Candidate. Depending
on the app's functionality, this may be included in the Data Authentication process described below. Qfora
Offchain storage may have data that has additional identifier information but the Data Owner has not yet confirmed. In this case, the Qfora Offchain informs the Data Owner Candidate to decide whether to associate the
unauthorized identification information with the Data Owner Candidate. The application then extracts the hash
value of the last stored data and updates it to the smart contract. The app confirms whether the data stored in
the blockchain is confirmed, and informs that the Data Owner Candidate is qualified as Data Owner
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1-2. Data Authentication
Data Authentication refers to the actual linking process of data that has an identifier but is not directly authenticated by the Data Owner. All user data generated before the release of the blockchain must go through this
process. The Qfora platform can store data that is not associated with the Data Owner, even if it has identifying
information, but does not treat it as complete data. When a company that has accumulated beauty and fashion data has uploaded a large amount of data, utilization of this data allows the buyer to know that the data is
unauthorized and may be limited which contains statistical information with the identifiers removed. Since user
identification and data storage can be performed independently, if there is data that can be linked to existing
data by identification information, the user can select whether to link this data with themself or not. In the Qfora
platform, only data that is authorized by the Data Owner can be redeemed and distributed.
1-3. Data Submission with Verification
Qfora data is input into the system by either direct user input, or companies that have already acquired the data
upload data can in large quantities. If the Data Owner doesn't upload data directly and if there's already registered data owner, Data Authentication can be performed immediately, otherwise data can be stored as unauthenticated. Data Submission must be completed through the Data Verification process and can be completed
only when there are no abnormalities present in the dataset. The process is similar to storing user authentication
data, but the final confirmation process may be omitted if indirect data such as logs or purchase histories are
recorded.
Data Verification can be defined as a process of determining whether the data provided by the user conforms
to the data rules of the Qfora platform, and reviews the minimum requirements and redundancy of the data
required by a specific application or datatype. The data verification process is intended to prevent errors of
data incompleteness in cases where users are inputting information directly. Data that isn’t associated with
a user on the blockchain is also put into this category. Beauty and fashion data is basically PI that the Qfora
platform defines its type, but other services in the ecosystem can additionally define the datatype. In this case,
it is checked whether the information required by the type is included or not, and if there is no abnormality, the
Qfora off-chain and the smart contract are updated.
2. Data Consumption Process
The Data Consumption Process includes the entire process of using data stored on the Qfora platform and obtaining the corresponding costs and rewards. Qfora data can be divided into identifiable data that is linked to data
owner and identifiable data that is not linked with data owner. Data that cannot be identified is not handled by
Qfora platform, and is not stored even if uploading is requested. For the identification data linked to the Data Owner,
the user and app are asked to determine whether the Data Owner has been allowed to use the data by another
member, and if the scope allows access to the data.
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2-1. Data Permission
Data Permission is collectively referred to as the process of verifying that data is available when the application
providing the service requests Qfora data and that the requesting application is entitled to receive the data. The
Qfora data must have the identification information of the Data Owner and if it doesn't, it is not stored as Qfora
data. When the data owner is linked, the data owner determines whether the data is used or not. The types of
data that can be shared includes:
-Beauty / Fashion Data Usage by Type
-Direct data exposure in the process used as stats or referral data
-Filtering range for data exposure
Data Owner can choose from the above data types and only the allowed information can be utilized. If the
Data Owner is not linked, it is assumed that the use is allowed by default, but the identification information is not
disclosed. On the application side, it is possible to determine if the application that requested API is allowed to
utilize data in Meta data and whether the requested API allows data.
2-2. Data Consumption
Data Consumption can be defined as the process of how Data Consumers use the data. The Data Consumer
requests the app to use the service. The app determines if the service uses the Qfora data and makes a request to the Qfora platform, if applicable, using the API. Then, before transferring data from the Qfora off-chain,
ensures that the necessary blockchain data is present, and that the balance of the received Ether account is
sufficient. When the app gets permission, the Qfora off-chain receives the hash value for decrypting the data
from the smart contract, and then transforms the data back to its original state, and sends it back to the App.
At the same time as delivering the data hash, the Smart Contract reflects the payment and updates the balance
so that the Data Consumer's payment is distributed to the Data Consumption App, Data Provide App, and Data
Owner. Through this process, the members who helped to consume the data will be compensated by Q-Points.
3. Data Refining Process
The Data Refining Process is the process of creating, transforming, or training the data present on the Qfora platform to create another piece of data that the Data Consumer can use. Third party companies or organizations then
to be the users of this process. When data is processed to create new data, the identification information is not
disclosed, and therefore there is no additional fee to pay for except the Ethereum gas. However, if the payment is
made using the newly created data, it will be compensated by distributing the cost to the Data Owner. Participating
in ‘Data Refining’ may require a lot of data capacity. Pricing in these situations will be handled on a case by
case basis depending on set agreements with those providers.
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4. Data Type Creation Process
The Qfora platform can store and utilize all the relevant user's data related to beauty and fashion. These are classified as a data type that the Qfora team coined called PI. PI will be used for the Stylefora and Qrazy mirrors, which
are proprietary services on the Qfora platform. As the platform develops, additional data types may be defined
by Qfora or other 3rd parties through this process. The data type defines the form and type of the data, minimum
requirements to meet that classification, and can refer to other previously defined data fields.
Entities and processes defined thus far are summarized in the following figure:

User

Creator

Consumer

Refining User
(Third Party)

Third
Party

Collect App

Consume App

Refining App

Submission
process

Consume
process

Data Keeper

Qfora
Platform

Reﬁning,
Type Creation
process

Smart Contract

Secured
Cloud
Storage

블록체인

[Token Entity & Process]
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3. Quroz and Q-point
1) Token Specification
The Qfora platform has a reward system that comes in two forms: Quroz and Q-Points. Quroz is issued through
a smart contract as a token using the ERC-20 specifications, and Q-Points are a Qfora managed point system.
Quroz is a token exchangeable with a fiat currency or other coin, and is priced according to external demand.
The Q-Points are given out as rewards for various tasks and can be exchanged with the Quroz via the Quroz
pool explained below. The exchange rate is 1:1 and users can obtain Q-Points in a manner that contributes
to the ecosystem as a Data Owner or Third Party within the Qfora platform. The Qfora platform manages the
ecosystem of both the Quroz and QPoints system, but does not support transactions with fiat currency directly.
2) Quroz Pool
Quroz Pool is meant to automatically and transparently manage and maintain the Quroz token, so is used not
owned by anyone and is managed and operated transparently only through the smart contract. Therefore, it is
impossible for any subject, including the Qfora team, to directly withdraw tokens. The Qfora platform has set the
Reserve to 40% (30% as a Qpoint swap Reserve, 10% for to be utilized for price stabilization) of the initial Quroz
token issuance. 10% will serve as a price stabilization mechanism in cases where the price rises excessively.
All tokens assigned to this Reserve will belong to the Quroz Pool and play a key role in maintaining the token
ecosystem. The key role of the Quroz Pool is to exchange Quroz and Q-Point and maintain the price stability
and token ecosystem. The exchange between Quroz and Q-Point takes place only through the Quroz Pool.
The Qfora platform will encourage the ecosystem to be activated by contributing to the ecosystem through data
provision or by paying an additional amount in the Quroz Pool in proportion to the data purchasing cost. If the
Quroz Pool's supply of Quroz token falls below 70%, an inflation mechanism will kick in providing purchases an
additional 10% of compensation that decreases 2% annually until it reaches 2% annual inflation, where it will
remain. The Qfora team wants to maintain the price of Quroz tokens versus other coins or tokens through the
Quroz Pool. The growing Q-Point transaction and payment is evidence that the Qfora platform has become
more involved and that the ecosystem is active. The Quroz in the Quroz pool will expire in proportion to the
amount of compensation and policy, but the demand will increase and the Quroz token value will rise. Therefore,
the reduction of Quroz in the Quroz Pool means that the value of the token is increased, and it can be used as
a way to determine the proper inflation rate to maintain the price. The Qfora team will provide initial setup for inflation, but will build a consensus system that can be adjusted according to market trends and member needs.
3) Interexchange of Q-Point and Quroz
Q-Point and Quroz are interchangeable. The exchange from Q-Point to Quroz and Q-Point in Quroz is 1:1. In
the Qfora ecosystem, there are two payment methods: Quroz and Q-Point. In order to use the compensated
Q-Point as a payment method, the shortage can be exchanged from Quroz, and the compensated Q-Point
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can be exchanged to acquire the fiat currency. The Quroz that user paid when they exchanged the Q-Point
in Quroz is deposited in Quroz Pool and the same amount of Q-Point is issued via a Smart Contract and deposited into the exchange mechanism. Conversely, if the user wants to switch back from Q-Point to Quroz, the
amount of Q-Point user wants to exchange will be expired and that Quroz will be withdrawn from the Quroz
Pool. However, if the user wants to switch from Q-Point to Quroz again, there is a one-month grace period
from when user acquired the Q-Point. Q-Points can also be exchanged in this way, but points exchanged
from Quroz are not depreciated
4) Q-Point Depreciation
As we’ve discussed, in the Qfora platform, there is a token economy that rewards Q-Point payments as a
result of member participation and contribution. Rewards are determined by the aggregate of Q-Point to Quroz
conversions, coupled with the amount given from the Quroz Pool. Rather than being just a way of compensating
users, In reality it is a mechanism to encourage community participation. As such, another way to encourage
that activity is to have an expiration on the Q-Points issued by the Quroz Pool. Put in blockchain terms, these
tokens will be ‘burned’. The Q-Point deprecation model has all newly created Q-points essentially on a
three month timer. If users show a certain level of activity or contribution within that period, there tokens will not
expire, but if they don’
t a certain percentage of their tokens will expire based on the formula below:

Qt = Q3M+(1-d)Qt-1
: Sum of Q-Point at time t. t is updated every 3 months

Qt

Q3M : Points earned in the last 3 months
Qt-1 : Points before 3 months
d

: Depreciation rate

Qt is calculated as the sum of the total depreciated points of the three months prior to the measurement date
and the points of the last three months. d×Qt-1 refers to the point depreciated 3 months before the measurement point. Depreciation varies by customer rating. Qfora has three customer ratings, VVIP, VIP and normal, which may be further subdivided in the future. Currently, the standard depreciation rates are different for
each customer, as shown in the following table.
User Rating

VVIP class

VIP class

Normal class

Applied depreciation rate (D)

0%

5%

10%

d=0

if UC≥ CC

d = (1- UC )×D
CC

if 0≤UC < CC

UC : User’s contribution rate
CC : Criteria contribution rate
D : Standard depreciation rate
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For example, if a user in the Normal class with a D of 10% has an activity above the standard contribution
rate in the last three months, d = 0 and all existing points of the user are preserved. If the user has half of the
baseline contribution rate, (d = 0.5 × 0.1 = 0.05) then the existing point is depreciated by 5%.
5. Reward
Whenever data is utilized using the Qfora platform's API/SDK, the payment of Quroz or Q-Point is based on a
pre-defined compensation structure. The data usage fee is automatically determined by the level and amount
of data that is requested. Things such as gas, storage, and other fees are taken into account and calculated
automatically to provide the proper reward. Those in the chain of compensation are listed below:
- Data Owner
- Application used by the data owner to collect the data
- App used to purchase data
- The application that provided the storage for the data
Depending on the provided API, the cost of using the data may be different, but the subject and gas ratio that
provided storage space are not affected. Therefore, the Data Owner and Third Party App will distribute the remainder of the fee, which will be set by the Qfora team initially, but may be changed afterwards. Compensation
is paid only in Q-Point. If paid in Quroz, the compensation is automatically converted to Q-Point through an
internal switching mechanism and a certain amount is consumed over time according to the mentioned depreciation rules above. Due to the system’s depreciation rules it is recommended that users either convert or use
their Q-Points as needed or when allowed after the required grace period.
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4. Qfora Architecture
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[Qfora Architecture]

1). Storage layer
On the Qfora platform, high frequency and high volume data are stored off-chain in secure cloud storage. Key
values or information to ensure transparency will be stored on the distributed ledger. Anything that is stored on the
Secured Cloud storage will only be accessible to those with access, and will be secured such that only the data
owner and those the owner gives permission to will have access to view it.
The Qfora platform accesses the Secured Cloud Storage through the Data Keeper module, which is responsible
for data encryption, storage, and access control. Data stored in Storage is encrypted and the storage path is also
scrubbed and replaced with indexes, making direct access impossible. There may be differences in the storage
location for each data type, and the method of storing data in accordance with certain characteristics is defined
as follows:
-User's data is classified as Qfora data and stored in Secured Cloud Storage.
-Data that needs to be public or otherwise has no issues being public at the user's discretion will be stored
on the blockchain. (ex: compensation history)
-Other data that does not contain identification information or incomplete data is stored in separate
storage without encryption.
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-Quroz and Q-Point information and transaction details are stored in the blockchain.
-Financial and purchase data will be stored in the blockchain.
-User service logs and big data analysis will be stored separately on non-blockchain storage on the
Qfora platform.
2). Service layer
On the Ethereum Network, gas15 is required to make any sort of transaction. It is expected that third-parties
will make frequent transaction calls through apps or IoT devices. Thus, the Qfora platform has been configured
as a separate module in the Service Layer for Qfora Network and Smart Contract. The Qfora network consists
of highly modifiable logic, Secured Cloud Storage data, and data that needs to be stored on the blockchain.
Storing data on the blockchain is a high cost activity whereas storing the data in a database can be considered
a low cost transaction. With this in mind, QFora may be able to process service layer requests on the requesters behalf, or send them directly to the smart contracts for processing if needed.The logic configured in the
smart contract consists of token transactions, blockchain data storage, switching between Quroz and Q-Point,
registering new users, and changing the access rights of data. Since the gas is consumed in proportion to the
amount of transaction data stored in the blockchain, the data to be stored is compressed to its minimum size
and stored efficiently. Therefore, when a data storage request is received, the data is compressed, encrypted
through a smart contract, stored on the blockchain.
3). Access layer
The third party can access to internal data only through the API / SDK provided by the Qfora platform. The
provided API may be set according to the rating of the data required when using the API / SDK provided in
accordance with the REST API method, and may be charged according to the number of calls. The fees will be
paid through Quroz or Q-Points. Due to the nature of IoT devices, frequent calls may occur and a reasonable
charging policy will be supported. We will support Java and Python, which are widely used in general use, and
plan to expand it via open source in future.
4). Application layer
The Application Layer refers to all the service providers that have a user interface that collect and utilizes Qfora
Platform’
s data. Development on the Platform, even without blockchain development experience will be easy
with the provided API's and SDK coupled with the constantly updated documentation provided by Qfora. Qfora’s
Smart cam and Smart Mirror already utilize this layer today.

15 https://steemit.com/ethereum/@tomshwom/ethereum-gas-how-it-works
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5. PI Usecase
StyleFora

PI Data Utilized and Provided

PI Data is Utilized

Oﬄine
Consulting

Qfora
Platform
Third party
Qrazy
Mirror

IoT, PI Data Utilized and Provided

User

PI Data is Utilized

Target
Marketing

[PI usecase]

The Qfora team is building a platform and services for the activation of ecosystems and communities. The layers
can be thought of as different products and services that interact with products and services, with the QFora
platform at its core. The four services described outside of the platform are only ones that interact with PI in
some way, and are either being utilized already, or are in development. Those include:
■ StyleFora
StyleFora is a social app that shares fashion styles. It combines personal curations with big data suggestions
to evaluate whether something is a "fashion fit". The service can evaluate a piece of clothing, accessory or
makeup against a user’
s PI and determine if it is a good fit, and if so, potentially even allow for direct purchase
from the marketplace by third parties (currently in development).
■ Offline Consulting
QFora’
s offline consulting service, which has been providing fashion consulting for its customers for several
years, will be providing the data collected through that process to the QFora Platform. This data was obtained
from consumers that opted in for the purpose of serving as a base and initial data set for QFora’s Platform.
■ Qrazy Mirror
Qrazy Mirror, an advanced form of AI offline consulting, is an IoT device that combines an AI personal stylist
with consulting experience, Big Data, that allows users to get beauty and fashion recommendations without the
help of others. This is currently in development by the QFora team.
■ Target Marketing
축적된 PI 데이터를 필요로 하는 뷰티패션 브랜드에게 타겟광고를 할 수 있는 솔루션이다. PI데이터는 사용자의 식
별이 가능하므로 사용자의 PI정보와 구매 이력을 바탕으로 맞춤화된 광고를 제공할 수 있다. 현재는 기획단계로 이
솔루션은 추후 개발된 마켓플레이스와 연동되어 사용될 수 있다.
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05

Future Plans

1. Token Generation Plans
Token Symbol : Quroz
Accepted Currencies: ETH
Total Token Supply : 1,200,000,000 Quroz
Rate : 1 ETH = 10,000 Quroz
※ Token Issuance schedule is subject to change

2. Token (Quroz) Allocation

Token Sale

Reserve

40%

10%

15%

Partner

15%
20%
Ecosystem Activation
Team & Advisor

Allocation

Volume (Quroz)

Details

Token Sale

120,000,000

① Sales before listing through IEO (Initial Exchange Offering)
② Sales for Institutional Investors (VCs or Companies) Before/After the listing
※All the not sold tokens will be transferred to reserve account after 1 year since listed

Partner

180,000,000

① Business partners of Qfora
② Technology and technical partners of Qfora
③ Financial partners of Qfora
④ Talented partners of Qfora
※All the not sold tokens will be transferred to reserve account after 1 year since listed

Ecosystem
Activation

240,000,000

will be utilized as Airdrop and Bounty for building up ecosystem and booming it up

Team & Advisor

180,000,000

is set to manage Qfora internal staffs including Founder, directors, colleagues and R&D
contributors and to distribute Advisors
※will be locked up for 1 year since listed
※All the not distributed tokens will be transferred to reserve account after 1 year
since listed

Reserve

480,000,000

will be used as Quroz pool and is a function of a reserve fund for issuing Q-points
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3. Funds Allocation
Legal Expense & Contingency
Data Acquisition

10%
20%

Operation

Allocation

20%

Development
30%
20%
Marketing & Partnership

Ratio

Details

30%

① To build up payment and reward system
② To develop commercialized version of Concierge App
③ To develop Mirror Mirror (Voice assisted AI curator Robot mirror)
④ to develop Stylefora service

Marketing &
Partnership

20%

① Opening nation wide post shops in northern Seoul and many cities
② To launch post hub Flag shops in foreign countries
③ To build beauty and fashion infrastructure
④ To raise Fashionista
⑤ To pick up creators for related contents creating

Operation

20%

① Will use the cost for managing whole the organization

Data Acquisition

20%

① To hold patents and preserve intellectual properties of Qfora

Legal Expense
& Contingency

10%

① To hold patents and preserve intellectual properties of Qfora
② To support legal activities like legal auditing and protection internationally

Development
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4. Road Map

Q1 ’18

· Assemble Qfora Project Team

Q2 ’18

· Publishing white Paper V1.0

·Build up White Paper

· Token Generation Event

· Introduction of beta version of concierge app

Q3 ’18

· Completing test version of smart contract

Q4 ’18

· Opening of Coloz Gangbuk Post

· Opening of Qfora On Air

· Introduction of beta version of Stylefora
· Publishing white Paper V1.6

· Publishing technical white Paper V1.6

· Global demonstration of Mirror Mirror

(Voice assisted AI curator Robot mirror)

Q1 ’19

· Vietnamese Service Expansion

Q2 ’19

· South East Asia Service Expansion

· Sales Launching of Mirror Mirror
· Stylefora Service Launching

Q3 ’19

· Japanese Service Expansion

Q4 ’19

· Qfora Global Summit

※ Above schedules can be changed subject to Market situation and development conditions.
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팀 & 파트너스

홍영민 Y.M Hong CEO

Mr. Hong Young-min is the founder and CEO of Qfora Co., Ltd. and Vice Chairman of the Korean Apparel Industry Association. He also was an early investor in the famous Korean search portal Empas as well as the popular community portal
Freechal during his time at the venture capital ﬁrm 'Korea Venture Line'. And now is leading Image Sensing, AI Image,

Developing Blockchain related technology & solution and R&D projects in Qfora as a CEO of well-known system security
company CATIS. He studied Economics at Korea University and attended graduate school at Macquarie University
Graduate School of Economics.

조재호 M.D. Ph.D J.H Cho CSO

CSO, Dr. Cho is a world-renowned surgeon in body shaping and liposuction and the director of The Line Plastic Surgery

Clinic. He spearheaded the globalization of Korean medical establishing The Line PS clinic in Thailand. Dr. Cho is trying
standardization of Medical tourism through the development of a Smartphone based Surgery App, connecting surgeons

of diﬀerent specialties around the world with potential clients. Attained his doctorate and Surgeon's credentials from
Medical School of Kyounghee University where he is now on the Surgeon's board.

안창모 C.M Ahn COO

COO, Mr. Ahn led the eﬀort of bringing internet marketing and new media to conventional marketing when he was in LGAd
and Hyundai Motors’ in-house Advertising Company. He later expanded into the tech ﬁeld, ﬁrst to the Web agency 'FID' as
a Vice President, and later took a role in the MMORPG gaming company Ezen. Leo is an expert who merges his vast

experience in diﬀerent industries such as Medical and Beauty. He is currently acting as the Vice President of Skinlife Co. and
President of Qﬁx Co. He graduated from Korea University School of Business Administration.

현중균 J.K Hyun Research Center Chief

Hyun Jung Gyun, Research Center Director, graduated from Hanyang University, College of Engineering.

As a data-mining specialist, he managed projects for Filanet, and SQLRO, Ltd as well as making major

contributions to projects for a multitude of companies such as Samsung, SC Bank, and Yes24. Currently,
he is in charge of the development of body diagnosis in Qfora

최병구 B.K Choi Software Squad Chief

Choi Byung-koo is responsible for developing a variety of software related to skin, scalp and body type

diagnosis. He was formerly with responsible for designing and developing SKT's mobile messenger
platform and mobile high-capacity service architecture.
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우재현 Ph.D J.H Woo CTO

After receiving his degree in mechanical engineering from SNU, He went on to attain his Masters in Electrical Engineering,
also from SNU. Upon graduating modernized and hardened Woori Banks internet banking security while giving lectures

at Samsung on security investigations. After receiving his Ph.D. from Korea University's Graduate School of Information
Security, he began lecturing on Big Data and AI within Korean University and Dankook University, and will also begin
lecturing on dApp development as well.

이원명 W.M Lee Co Developer

Lee participated in the development of a military battleﬁeld system at Samsung Thales (now Hanwha Thales), and later

LG Electronics designed and developed middleware for smart TV Operating Systems. He now is in charge of developing
dApps on Ethereum for Qfora.

조지현 J.H Cho SI Manager, Data Analyst

Cho Ji Hyun particpated in the development of next-generation systems in the ﬁnancial sector, for institutions such as
KT-EDW, Korea Investment & Securities, Nonghyup, Kookmin Bank, Korea Exchange Bank, and KEB Hana, some of the

largest banks and ﬁnancial organizations in Korea. She graduated from Korea University Big Data Application and
Security Department. She currently performs Big Data analysis and IT consulting.

김성훈 S.H Kim Co Developer

Kim Seong-hoon did planning and development for 'Joong-Go Nara', Korea's leading second-hand marketplace as well

as organizing 'Beauty Spon' for Aigis Planning, a comprehensive marketing agency. Currently he is developing the
blockchain app related to Medical tourism at Qfora.

한진아 J.A Han Senior Pro Consultant

Han Jin Ah is responsible for diagnosis, education and content planning at Qfora Academy. Her consulting experience

includes projects like working with Girl's Generation Yoona and actress Chun Woo-Hee, appearing on many TV programs
including 'Getting Beauty' and education consulting of major corporate brands. She has consulted for over 4000 clients
to date!

이경훈 K.H Lee Co Developer

Lee Kyung-hoon was the GS Shop T&M Marketing Manager, is the "Hoon" in the online marketing ﬁrm "Hoon & Hyun",
and is currently focused on developing the "Functional Food" application for use with the Qfora blockchain.
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Advisor
Hwang Een Jun, Ph.D

Professor of Electronics at Korea University,

Vice Chairman in the Congress of Korea Data Processing,
Vice Chairman of Database Society

Kim Sung Gon Ph.D

(Former) Vice President of Dankuk Universitry,
Korean Confectionary School

Kim Sung-Min Ph.D

Professor of Apparel and Textiles at Seoul National University

Shim Sang Bo Ph.D

Piri & Comma CEO, Konkuk University Professor, Prime Minister’s Citation Ribbon

Ha Tae Young

CTO, Blockchain and Crypto Strategist

Park Yong Soo Ph.D

VesTech CTO, IISO Tech Director

Lee Dong Gun
COSON CEO

Nam Goong Kwang
PFD CEO
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Lee Soo Yeon

(Trust Feed CEO, Engineering Advisor)

Hwang Young Wook		

(KPH Associate Representative Patent Attorney, Patent Advisor)

Kim Jong-un		

(Hongik University College of Fine Arts, Berlin Arts University, Media Advisor)

Kim Kwang Jin M.D. Ph.D

(Plastic Surgery Surgeon, Medical Advisor)

Kim Seung Soo		

(Carters CEO)

DataGen
Position

Name

Qualifications
Founder of DAP Chain / Technology Management Consultant Present CEO of Zen Media, Director of KOREA CABLE TV CHUNG-BUK SYSTEM, VP of KBIPA, VP of KBSA

CEO

COO
CFO
CTO

Lim
Sun Mook

Former evaluation committee online member for R&D, received a commendation from the Minister of Small and
Medium Business Administration, Former consultant for Woosong University Industry-Academic Cooperation Foundation, Former KAIST auto-id labs researcher, received prime minister citation(Tech Innovation), Daejeon mayor
citation(Entrepreneur), Small and medium Business Corporation Chairman citation(Tech Innovation) KIBO Chairman
citation(Tech Innovation), KAIST Best Corporation citation(Tech Management)

Kim
Jae ho
Park
Yoon Sang
Shim
Young Dae

A Masters in Business Administration at Seoul National University, Senior Researcher of Ssangyong Economic
Research Institute, Representative of DOREMIT, Australia

CIO

Kim Kyu Tae

DIRECTOR

Kim
Ji Woong

A Masters in Business Administration at Seoul National University, Senior Researcher of Ssangyong Economic
Research Institute, Representative of DOREMIT, Australia
A Masters in Electro Physics at George Washington University, Head of Asiana IDT Research Institute,
CEO of KYEMC
A Bachelors in Business Administration at Hanyang University, CEO of Hyundai Capital, A Certified Management
Consultant, Former CEO of Mansang Partners
A Bachelors in International Business at Seoul National University, Former School President of Seoul National
Universtiy

MEDIA
A Bachelors in Communication Studies at Seoul National University, Director of Media Culture Research Institute,
Lim Do Hyuk
Head Journalist of Chung-Cheong Province at Chosun News-Press, Affiliated Professor at KCAU
DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR
TECNIQUE
ADVISER
LEGAL
ADVISER
R&D
Division
Director
R&D
Research
Director
R&D
Research
Director

Pyo
Chang Kyun

A Doctorate in IT Policy Management Engineering, Certified IT International Engineer, Professional Computer
Engineer Certification, IT Consultant at Ministry of National Defense

Park
Sung Ryul

A Doctorate in Industrial Engineering at Auburn University, Former President of Super Computer Center Dep of
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, Principal Researcher at KTCA

Park Hwon Il

A Doctororate in Law at Seoul National University and Kyunghee University, Advisory Professor at KISA, Former
Professor at Kyunghee Law School

Kim
Hyung Dal

KAIST auto-id labs researcher, Manager at Bukwang Pharmaceutical Computer Center

Kim Ho Hyun KAIST auto-id labs researcher
Kwak
In Hwan

A Bachelors in Visual Design, Participated in LG Smartphone PC Client UI/Samsung Smart TV application/ Apple
Iphone Application “Perfect Sound” Development Projects
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Partner
Coson www.coson.co.kr
Village11Factory www.village11.com
PFD www.pfd.co.kr
AHA information & Communication www.ahatouch.com
LookOptics www.lookoptical.co.kr
Global Cyber University www.global.ac.kr
Research Institute of Konkuk University research.konkuk.ac.kr
The Society of Fashion & Textile Industry www.clothing.or.kr
ANN365 LENS www.ann365.com
DataGen datagen.co.kr
Blocknode www.blocknode.co.kr
imblock imblock.network
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Disclaimer
This white paper is intended to provide a detailed description of the project's overall content and roadmap. This white
paper is not intended to be an investment solicitation, and Qfora will not be liable for any damages, losses, liabilities
or other financial damages arising out of or in connection with this White Paper, Please note that we do not assume
any responsibility. This white paper by Qfora is provided "as is" at the time of writing, so nothing contained in the white
paper is guaranteed to be accurate or unchanging to the future.
Qfora makes no representations or warranties to anyone reading this white paper with respect to this white paper,
and assumes no legal responsibility for it.
1. This white paper is intended to describe the services of Qfora and can be reviewed and revised due to the
project's schedule, progress, and other factors.
2. The version of this white paper is based on the date shown on the cover page. The contents of this white paper
reflect only the direction and progress of the project until such date, and may be changed at any time after
the date of creation.
3. The version of this white paper may be changed and updated on an irregular basis depending on the need
to revise its content.
4. This white paper is not intended to collect or receive funds, and no one can raise or receive funds based on this
white paper. Any action, such as sending this white paper, should not be construed as a purchase proposal.
5. This white paper is not intended to suggest investment or recruit investors, nor may it be construed as an offer of
investment or a recruitment of investors by any geographical or environmental factors.
6. The distribution of Quroz will be done through a contract separate from this white paper, and the contract will follow
its own agreement. If the content of this white paper and the content of the contract do not match or are in conflict,
the content of the contract shall prevail.
7. In countries or regions where the content of this white paper is illegal, it should not be reproduced, modified or
distributed in whole or in part in such regions. Further, if a party recognizes that they are from the country or region
where this white paper is illegal and still chooses to make investments, then the party is deemed to acknowledge
the risks associated with such action and Qfora shall not be liable or have any legal responsibilities regarding such
action by the party.
8. Quroz tokens defined in this white paper cannot be construed as financial investment products such as bonds,
stocks, securities, auctions, derivatives, etc., and cannot claim rights in any case. Qfora does not guarantee in
come or profits, such as financial interest, under any circumstances. In addition, the buyer of Quroz token should
not interpret Quroz token purchasing behavior as investment and profit generation act, and no person should
understand or recognize it as an entity that can obtain financial income such as investment income and interest.
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9. This white paper does not guarantee the integrity of the business pursued by Qfora, and contracted parties who
wish to use Qfora shall provide its services only to the extent possible. The content of this white paper is not re
sponsible for errors and delays in the provision and development of services and related matters, and no person
may claim responsibility for this.
10. This white paper covers future plans and is based on the [realization] of the plan. However, this is not guaranteed,
and the content of this white paper does not guarantee the integrity of future developed services.
11. The content of this white paper cannot be construed as legal, financial, accounting, tax, or any other advice in any
case. In the process of purchasing and using Quroz tokens, separate legal, financial, accounting, taxation, and other
actions may occur. Those purchasing may need separate consultation, and Qfora is not responsible for
these matters.
12. Due to unintended reasons such as system attacks from third parties, natural disasters and force majeure reasons,
the ecosystem composition may be delayed or other types of tangible and intangible losses may occur.
13. Qfora is not responsible for the buyer's risk caused by loss or leakage of their private key.
14. Qfora is not immune from token depreciation and changes in the market environment, uncertainty, political risk,
competition with competitors, etc., and such factors may lead to the halt of the development of Qfora or change of
service direction and plans.
15. Qfora and the Quroz token are under development, and any changes in technology that can occur during the
development of the technology can have a negative impact on Qfora
16. QFORA does not delegate or assign to any person all decisions, including the ecosystem's operating policies and
operations, and all decisions are made at the discretion of the Qfora team.
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Appendix
Stylefora (A Social App for Sharing Style)
Below are screenshots of what Quroz being implemented through the app Stylefora would look like.

[Stylefora Example]

1) User scenario: Ahwon Woo (college student, age 26)
It was my senior year in college so I decided to take my last summer vacation with friends. I wanted to take
the best selfie ever in front of the Eiffel Tower. I really wanted to shine! (I needed) a beautiful dress, bikini,
nails, hair, and to do some duty free shopping of course! I needed to do the styling myself, but what do
people wear as their summer vacation look? I’
ve never had one, so I don’
t know what to wear. But then, I
remembered I installed Stylefora all on my phone!
#1-1 <Joining Stylefora>
Hello, Ahwon. Let us diagnose the type of your body and your personal color! (Moves to concierge app screen)
Ahwon, you have a Rectangular face shape and personal color of Autumn-Mute!
(Upon PI generation users are granted points that settle nightly.)
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#1-2 <User Experience>
It recalls the type and body shape by synchronizing contacts.“Ahwon, It’
s has been long time.”
[Gain point by synchronizing contacts]

“ Personal color and body shape don’t change easily. Do you want to continue?”
(If no, moves to first diagnostic screen)
“Let us help you with curation.”
#2-1 < Purchased a dress without knowing my PI >
Should I evalutate this brightly printed ethnic dress I bought on the app?
The dress is really cool. But maybe it’s not my type? I should take a picture and upload it to Stylefora!
[ Gain point by uploading ]

Wow, I can tag products name on each item. And I get to earn Q-points when I type brand for tags.
[Gain point by brand tagging]

It seems that the dress looks weird to other people as well. Big data / Curation score is low.
Users gave 30points. What is the problem? There’s a tip from Big Data “Ahwon, try the calm color pattern which
is closer to Autumn Mute rather than acid colors. Off the shoulder design can make your upper body look big. How
about other designs?”
I didn’t get positive feedback but there was recommendation for my style on the bottom of the app screen. I should
get this dress returned tomorrow.
#2-2 <Purchased after knowing PI >
Today’s shopping was quite successful. I screenshotted the recommended items and tried them in Zara before
I bought them!
And this dress looks fancier than the other one. I should get this evaluated. [ Gain point by uploading ]
There are lots of items to tag16 including sunglasses and ear rings. [ Gain point by brand tagging ]
#3 <Casual Interaction Before Bed>
Let’
s see Stylefora before bed. There’s a notification! What? My weekly ranking is 32nd!
My curation score is high. Lots of people bookmarked and shared my styles. I can’
t believe I’
m ranked so high!
Curator left comment.“Ahwon, You look cool and stylish.”This is amazing. I got a compliment……
“You are using this app too! I gave you a high rating, lol!”

16 Tag as in to tag someone in a photo, but in this case, the user is tagging clothing items in her photo to be evaluated.
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#4 <Browsing other people’s looks >
Hmmm, Let’
s see how other people dress up, shall we? (click on style for vacation in city - filtered by moods)
Wow, These styles look so good, and they have good scores too. This person also has Autumn Mute type!
(Filtered by color group)

It’s fun to browse curations and seeother’
s‘look’.I gave feedback and“likes”on looks I like.
[ Gain point by giving feedback ]

I think this will look good on me too. Where is this from? I can keep them in my StyleQ shopping cart. I need to put
in my wish list.
#5 <Purchase with points >
[Notice! Check out Q-Points you’ve got today!] Points? What’
s this?

My Q-Points 28.1
1) Token that generates registration PI (Autumn Mute, Rectangular): 4 Q points
2) Reward for contact synchronization: 0.1 Q Point
3) Photo registration: 2 Q Point
4) Typing brand tag: 1 Q Point
5) Reward from brand: 10 Q Points (twice)
6) 10 times of look evaluation: 1 Q Point

I got 28 Q-points already just by browsing the app. This is great. This can be very handy.
For a week a uploaded my daily look every day. Since I have a higher rank, I get more Q-Points from the brands
according to my CPC and CPA.
Eventually I can exchange the 28.1 QPoints to 28.1 Quroz!
I put a shirt in my cart on the first day, and then finally I spent QPoints. Even though I spent money I still have money
left?! A real come-up! How could I not know about this app until now?!

2) Qrator Scenario: Housewife, married for four years, (Age: 34)
#1 <Curator Accredidation>
Four years into marriage and during that time raising kids while being alone most of the time is quite stressful, but
since my daughter is almost old enough to go to daycare, I'll finally have some time back!
Originally I was a beauty expert who had worked in many roles throughout the industry, but after having a child,
naturally I quit my job and began raise the child at home. I've always been full of desire to work again, but raising a
child doesn't allow for the kind of time commitment most jobs require.
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Now that I some more time, some old co-workers told me about the Stylefora app.
People can upload their daily looks, and tag each piece such as clothing items, sunglasses, earrings, shoes, handbags, etc. Then you can find what product they are wearing by clicking on the tags.
The app also has a curator that allows people who specialize in beauty or fashion to evaluate the style of a user.
Curators must get official certification through the Qfora online course to become a Curator. Once they get the certificate they earn 1000 and can begin rating other's looks. At home in my spare time it was like I stumbled upon the
old days of studying and working hard.

#2 <Style Score>
A window pops up when people score styling.
1. How appropriate is the styling for the Tone of this person’
s PI? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
2. Is this style suitable for the body shape/frame? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
3. Is the styling appropriate for their TPO? ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

Answering thirteen questions like this automatically generates the score for each profile. [Point Gained]
Once a curator reviews it, the score can not be changed, and the score will be the average of what all curators have
rated it. When I rated an outfit as a curator, I received 13 Q-Points, one for each question.
After recommending products to my clients I also received Q-Points.
The brand also pays 20 Q-Points when the user purchases the recommended product.
Sometimes I get good styling advise through the use of big data and pass that on via comments as a curator.
[Point Gained]

It motivates me to keep going every time I earn points like this!
#3 <Curation Course Completion>
When I saw my curations bringing joy to others I knew I wanted to become a more expert curation professional. I
then decided to take the Color Professional course as well. Having worked hard as a curator, I have accumulated
quite a lot of Q points.
Those Q-Points are can be converted to Quroz, which are accepted to pay for the education courses as well! And I
have already earned 90% of the Q-Points I needed for my next course! A job that I love that also pays and educates
me and allows me to connect with others…. It’s great!

3) Qrator Scenario: L Glasses Marketing Manager Choi Gil Dong (Male, Age: 33)
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#1 <Improving Advertising>
Choi Gil-dong is pleasant on his way to work these days. This is because the advertising through fashion apps,
which we tried last month, was successful in the millennial demographic. SNS marketing has been the biggest stress
of business for Choi. Choi found it difficult to keep up with the rapid changes of the social media landscape, and even
had to resort to paying advertising fees to influencers, but still didn't see much improvement in his 'Moth-Shaped'
sunglasses.
Stylefora was like an answer to Choi's prayers. With the focus on user interactions optimized for beauty and fashion,
he know it was exactly what he needed.
As a test, I reposted photos taken by my friend. The AI rating was 95 points, Users rated me 90, and curators rated
it 87 with a styling tip.
Thanks to all the picture of the friend going viral, the L Glasses Company and Z company blouses were trending.
No wonder the conversion rate was so high. Upon hearing about this Choi purchased Quroz, which can be converted to Q-Points to paid to advertisers or given to general users. User’s can also make referral commissions based
on tagged products in the curation process. Through this process the target marketing is much more efficient than
traditional SNS marketing, with higher conversions and at a lower price.
Yesterday, Choi was praised by his manager for having mastered the essence of marketing for the same cost. Choi
is now smiling loudly, saying, "No new product will be a problem."
First, an uploader17 uploads photos or videos such style, makeup, or coordination etc. Then, Qfora data is combined
with an AI Algorithm that performs sensibility testing and scores the content accordingly. The curator then rates the
fashion sense of the user and can give product recommendations through the comments. Users can also give ratings
via likes and comments similar to existing social media platforms. When a user uploads media of themselves and tags
the brand, they can earn a portion revenue through that exposure, based on a fixed rate.
Through the whole process, the tokens can act as a reward, empowering everyone in the ecosystem. Rewards will
be paid first with Q-points, which can be exchanged with later tokens on. When a user uploads content, they are
paid, are paid again for exposing brands through tagging, and they also get a portion of the rewards every time a
curator reviews them. They can then convert QPoints to Quroz through the commerce menu and purchase things
from the marketplace.

17 Uploaders are those who post content to Stylefora, such as outfits, and users are the ones that rate that content, similar to a typical Social Media post.
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